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The bright smile from homeowner Denise Carruthers 
reflects the exact style of this Glebe home: warm and 

welcoming. Denise’s home is unmistakably built for her 
family: husband Dan, 13-year-old daughter Kaylah and 

friendly corgi Keilidh.

Continued on page 54

esigner Luc Crawford, of Luc 
Crawford Design Inc., took this 
home, originally built in the early 

1900s, to the next level of style and design, 
quite literally. The family opted to renovate 
the loft, which was used as a storage space, 
and create a stunning master bedroom. It’s 
now a haven for the couple, complete with a 
fireplace, walk-in closet and a bathroom that 
Denise assures is blissful in the afternoon sun 
“if you ever get the chance to enjoy a bath at 
that time of day.”

D

If the kitchen is the heart of the Carruthers’ home, then this gorgeous island, rich with colour and texture is the centre. It leaves an even larger impression set against 
herringbone floors. OPPOSITE TOP LEFT: Smart and sophisticated chandeliers appear in a number of rooms in this Glebe home. This pretty piece does double duty 
by amplifying the natural light. MIDDLE: Style and sentiment combine with this soup tureen that belonged to Dan’s maternal grandmother. BOTTOM LEFT: A large 
black-framed mirror gives dimension to the white kitchen. BOTTOM RIGHT: The front foyer presents a pleasing contrast of black and white, the perfect backdrop for the 
stunning Ray Caesar artwork that hangs on the wall.
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The concepts of bright and warm can 
often contradict each other, however, the 
Carruthers’ home manages to combine both 
elements beautifully with a mix of dark and 
light tones. The skylights placed throughout 
were an important element for Denise. “I 
wanted to keep the light,” Denise says. The 
skylights beam daylight into each room, lifting 
the tones from the interior décor. 

Family finds and pieces that conjure up 
memories are important to the couple and this 
is reflected in their decorating choices. “Some 
things can never leave us,” says Denise as she 
talks about the stunning dining table that was 
brought over to Canada from Edinburgh by 
Dan’s great-grandfather when he came from 
Scotland to work on the railroad. 

For Luc, this played a huge role in his 
design process. “The main inspiration was the 
fact that it was an older home in the Glebe 
that needed a timeless touch,” he says.

Luc says seamlessly mixing and matching 
from the past and the present isn’t the easiest 
thing to accomplish. “My largest challenge 
was to accommodate and integrate beautiful 
original antique pieces that belonged to the 
family’s ancestors,” he admits. 

TOP: Sunlight pours into this cosy family room, thanks to broad skylights. 
ABOVE: Designer Luc Crawford drew inspiration from the family’s past 
to create a uniquely warm home for their present. OPPOSITE: Original 
artwork, custom furniture and décor add distinctive charm to this home, 
as seen here in the living room. Continued on page 57
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“I had to include a complete Victorian 
dining collection and a 17th-century King 
Louis XIV antique Boulle cabinet, which is 
virtually identical to one that can be seen in 
the television series, Downton Abbey.”

Born in Glasgow, Denise moved to 
Canada as an infant, but followed her roots 
back across the pond to study in Edinburgh 
with Dan in tow. This is where the Scottish 
influence comes from. 

The kitchen has glass doors on the small 
cabinets near the entranceway to showcase 
the blue and white china from Dan’s 
Grandmother. When describing the kitchen, 
Denise says: “We live in this part,” and 
it’s apparent why.

The large island with comfortable high 
back chairs creates an area for the family to 
cook and chat at the same time. The stunning 
cabinetry by Andrew Brown Carpentry 
sits beautifully with the surrounding marble 
worktops. The herringbone flooring creates 
clean lines while the pattern adds depth and 
character. Off the kitchen sits a small dining 
area complete with table from Ethan Allen 
and lighting from Marchand Electric. This 
room flows into the family area. 

From the kitchen, the side entrance 
leads to a “man cave” hidden at the back of 
the driveway. For their 20th anniversary, 
Denise wanted to surprise her husband with 
something special, thus the man cave was 
born. From the outside it looks like a nice 
garage, but the inside boasts Urban Barn 
furniture, more custom cabinetry by Andrew 
Brown plus a Beau’s keg, bar and big screen 
TV. “The guys can come out here and enjoy a 
cigar,” smiles Denise.

As a bonus, she cleverly designed the space 
to have storage at the back, hidden by the 
dark, wooden walls with a sofa placed in front. 
“We have the storage to use when we do the 
season change over,” she explains.

Back into the house, through to the 
black-and-white checkered floor hallway 
from Stittsville Tile & Marble (a nod to the 
apartment building Denise and Dan rented 
while at university), the front room invites 
guests for some quiet time after eating in the 
main dining area. Many features of the house 
are original, including the crown moulding, 
baseboards and refinished pocket doors. 
“When we have guests, we can close the door, 
forget the mess and relax,” Denise says.

ABOVE: Stylistic period 
influences abound in this 
home, including ornate 
ceiling medallions 
that are original to the 
home. RIGHT: Black 
and white checkered 
tiles add visual texture 
to the powder room. 
OPPOSITE: Pocket 
doors lend symmetry, 
character and functional 
division to the formal 
dining room, which 
features a family 
heirloom dining table.

Continued on page 62

The main inspiration was 
the fact that it was an 
older home in the Glebe 
that needed a timeless 
touch,” says Luc.
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An elegant pedestal sink and claw-
foot tub pay homage to this home’s 
near century-long history.

8 Convenient Locations Across Ottawa
• Coventry Road • Prince of Wales at Hunt Club • South Keys
• Walkley at Heron • Orléans • Kanata Centrum
• Carling at the Queensway • Greenbank at Hunt Club

Coming Soon!
• Lincoln Fields • Clyde at Baseline • Ottawa Train Yards • Barrhaven

• Humidity & climate control
• 24 hour access to your belongings
• Interior drive-in bays

• Leases are available month-to-month or long-term
• No admin or lock fees
• Advanced security

DYMON HAS THE STORAGE SOLUTION FOR YOU!

Renovating? 
Decluttering? 

Staging your 
home?

FREE 
Truck & Driver 

at MOVE-IN
613-842-9900
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LEFT: There isn’t a detail out of place in this home, as you can see with 
the statement-making light fixture, sleek tub and bold vanity. BELOW: 
The third level of this home was transformed into a master bedroom 
sanctuary. BOTTOM: The sitting area of the master bedroom is perfect 
for curling up with a good book in front of the fire.

LUC CRAWFORD DESIGN INC.
GENERAL CONTRACTING | RENOVATIONS

Contact us today for a FREE on site evaluation.

101- 22 Antares Dr., Ottawa
613.722.0839    |   luc@luccrawford.com    |   www.luccrawford.com

LucCrawford_W18.indd   1 2018-11-20   4:37 PM
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Upstairs in Kaylah’s room, a sophisticated frame takes the majority 
of a wall, populated with numerous images and photos she chose. “She 
wanted something to show happy memories that she could look at 
before going to bed at night,” says Denise. 

The home also has a wealth of interesting, unique and special 
artwork, featuring local artists Christopher Griffin, Andrew 
King, Catherine Jeans, Shannon Craig, Philip Craig and 
David Lidbetter.

The family loves this home. “With an open mind design can 
flourish,” says Luc. “And this home flourished into a beautiful, family 
abode, full of love and fun.”  OH

TOP: The guest bedroom proffers a similar experience seen elsewhere in the 
house. ABOVE LEFT: One of the many touches that make this home truly next-
level is a sizeable wine cellar. ABOVE: This man cave adds a whole new dimension 
to the garage party, complete with Beau’s beer on tap.
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